LEARN014  
**Wipe & Clean**

**Board Book || 9,57 x 7,87 in - 200 x 243 mm || 16 pp**

Learn Numbers, Letters, Counting and Tell the Time. These early learning concepts are accompanied by bright illustrations and clear instructions. Plenty of opportunity to practice as you write-on and wipe-off, again and again. Alternative covers available

LEARN026, CHRIS056  
**Wipe & Clean & Draw**

**Board Book || 9,57 x 7,87 in - 200 x 243 mm || 16 pp**

Join the characters in these cheery stories and follow the prompts to complete the drawings. Lots of dot-to-dot images to complete alongside your own drawings. Then just wipe clean and start again. Long-lasting wipe-clean fun!
880-0000

Wipe & Clean & Learn

Paperback w/s || 8,27 x 11,22 in - 285 x 210 mm || 20 pp self cover

Children learning their numbers, letters, the time or even how to create their own art will love the activities in these books. Filled with imaginative fun ideas they can use the washable pen to complete the pages and then wipe clean, ready for another day!

* Available as 36 pp, self cover bind up